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The worst things I see among friends and people around me and in social media is

they say who sees caste in 2020. They also say caste is wrong and it should be

abolished. First friends please understand reality, don't come to a conclusion by

seeing whatsapp forwards 1/n

Misleading YouTube videos and the common stuff that comes in cinema and in TV. First you must understand the biggest

problem of India ia not Corruption but it's caste.Majority of movies we watch shows that that biggest problem of India is

Corruption and if we stop it we will 2/n

Become a developed nation. But according to me these people are cheating us by hiding the biggest problem. For the

people who say is there caste in 2020, I just want to ask a question. How many of you during your marriage search for your

partner in same caste. 3/n

I think majority will do that, then how can you say there is no caste in 2020. Caste has just gone out of our names that too in

TN only, but it's still there in everyone's home and everyone's minds. So please accept the truth and start your journey

against it. 4/n

There is one group of people who speaks about everything about cinema, cricket and other stuffs, but when this topic comes

to a discussion the becomes silent. I can understand that they don't want to speak about this because they may think it as a

sensitive issue. 5/n

But I request them to understand that entertainment is must but when one of your fellow human is being oppressed on the

basis of birth, it's a human nature standing for the oppressed people. Discussion about caste is a must and it must be mainly

done among friends. 6/n

Yes some gets offended due to these discussions but it's the job of other friends to help them to know the real truth and help

them understand the evil behind it. It's not one's mistake to believe in caste initially, because it's been told to us from the

time of our birth. 7/n

But it's a mistake if one who is educated and with a mature thinking still follows caste. So friends please we also talk about

things that are happening around us, not just always having fun 8/n
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This time in our life is very crucial, we don't know what is gonna happen tomorrow. Caste is like a snake, it will slowly

surrounds you and it will show its face and swallow you when it's needed. So I kindly request you to atleast know what caste

does to the society. 9/n

It's upto you if you think it does good things,it gives you identity please leave your comments so that I can also know what

has caste achieved in building up a healthy society. If you think caste is a harmful virus for humanity, then start your war

against caste 10/n

There are many people out there who is innocent and still believe in caste due to false information and pressure. It's our

work to spread awareness among them and relieve them from the virus. 11/n

If anyone who wants to add their thoughts please comment your ideas, both positive and negative comments are expected. I

want @savukku @kaajalActress @Samaniyantweet @U2Brutus_off and other people to share their thoughts about caste

12/n
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